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1. GENERAL SAFETY RULES 

    
DO NOT ATTEMPT TO OPERATE UNTIL YOU HAVE READ THOROUGHLY AND UNDERSTAND 

COMPLETELY ALL INSTRUCTIONS, RULES, ETC. IF NOT,WRONY OPERATING RESULT IN 

ACCIDENTS INVOLVING FIRE, ELECTRIC SHOCK OR SERIOUS PERSONAL INJURY. MAINTAIN 

OWNERS MANUAL AND REVIEW FREQUENTLY FOR CONTINUING SAFE OPERATION, AND INSTRUCTING 

POSSIBLE THIRD-PARTY USER.  

   

READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS 

1.1  KNOW ABOUT YOUR MACHINE 

For your own safety, read the owner’s manual carefully. Learn its application and limitations as well as the 

specific potential hazards peculiar to this tool. 

 

1.2 GUARD AGAINST ELECTRICAL SHOCK BY PREVENTING BODY CONTACT 

WITH GROUNDED SURFACES. 

For example: Pipes, radiators, ranges, refrigerator enclosures. 

1.2.1  KEEP GUARDS IN PLACE AND IN WORKING ORDER . 

1.2.2  REMOVE ADJUSTING KEYS AND WRENCHES 

Form habit of checking to see if keys and adjusting wrenches are removed from tool before turning on tool. 

1.2.3  KEEP WORK-AREA CLEAN. 

Cluttered areas and benches easily bring accidents. 

1.2.4  DON’T USE IN DANGEROUS ENVIRONMENT. 

Don’t use power tools in damp or wet locations, or expose them to rain. Keep work area well illuminated.   

1.2.5  KEEP CHILDREN AWAY. 

All visitors should be kept in a safe distance from work area. 

1.2.6  MAKE WORKSHOP KID PROOF. 

With padlocks, master switch, or by removing starter keys.  

1.2.7  FORCED OPERATION IS PROHIBITED. 

It will do the job better and be safer at the standard for which it was designed. 

1.2.8  USE RIGHT TOOL 

Don’t force tool or attachment to do a job for which it was not designed. 

1.2.9  WEAR PROPER APPAREL 

No loose clothing.  Gloves, neckties, rings bracelets, or jewelry to get caught in moving parts. Nonslip 

footwear is recommended . Wear protective hair covering to contain ling hair. 

1.2.10  SECURE WORK 

Use clamps or a vise to hold work-piece during practical using. It’s safer than using your hand and frees 

both hands to operate tool.  

1.2.11  DON’T OVERREACH 

Keep your proper footing and balance at all times.  

1.2.12  MAINTAIN TOOLS IN TOP CONDITION 

Always keep tools sharp and clean for best and safest performance. Follow instructions for lubricating and 
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changing accessories.  

1.2.13  DISCONNECT TOOLS FROM POWER SOURCE  

Before servicing or when changing accessories such as blades , bits cutters or when mounting and 

re-mounting motor . 

1.2.14  AVOID ACCIDENTAL STARTING 

Make sure switch is in “OFF” position before power is connected . 

1.2.15  USE RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES 

Consult according to the recommended accessories. Use of improper accessories may be hazardous. 

1.2.16  NEVER STAND ON TOOL 

Serious injury could be occurred if the tool is tipped or if the cutting tool is unintentionally contacted. 

1.2.17 CHECK DAMAGED PARTS 

Before further use of the tool , a guard or other part that is damaged should be carefully checked to ensure 

that it will operate properly and perform its intended function. check for alignment of moving parts , binding of 

moving parts , breakage of parts , mounting , and any other conditions that may affect its operation . A guard or 

other part that is damaged should be properly repaired or replaced. 

1.1.19  Never leave tool running unattended. Turn power off. Don’t leave tool until it comes to a complete 

stop. 

 

 

2.  SAFETY RULES FOR LATHES 

Safety is a combination of operator common sense and alertness at all times when Lathe is being used . 

Study these safety rules and general safety rules before operating and retain for future use . 

1.  Never attempt any operation or adjustment if procedure is not understood . 

2.  Keep fingers away from revolving parts and cutting tools while in operation . 

3.  Never force cutting action . 

4.  Never perform an abnormal or little used operation without study and use of adequate blocks , jig stops , 

fixtures ect . 

5.  Use of shop manual such as  “ Machinery’s Handbook ” or similar is recommended for cutting speeds 

feeds and operation detail . 

6.  Do not remove drive cover while machine is in operation . Make sure it is always closed . 

7.  Always remove chuck key , even when machine is not in operation . 

8.  Do not attempt to adjust or remove tools when in operation . 

9.  Always keep cutters sharp . 

10. Never use in an explosive atmosphere or where a spark could ignite a fire.  

11. Always use identical replacement parts when servicing. 
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DO ALLOW FAMILIARILY (GAINED FROM FREQUENT USE OF YOUR LATHE) TO BECOME 

COMMONPLACE. A CARELESS FRACTION OF A SECOND CAN ALLOW FOR SEVERE INJURY. 

 

 

3. MACHINE FEATURES 

The machine is mainly used in precise working of spare parts, such as cutting internal and external 

cylindrical, end-surface, taper surface, arc surface and screw thread, etc., convenient for mess production and 

also could suitable for professional training. 

Adopt G code programming; be compatible with CAD/CAM auto-programming system and function 

straight-ling, arc, metric/inch, straight line/taper, single/multi helix interpolation etc. 

Combined step-motor driver of 3 ph with fractional type could realize step-feeding by µM rate. 

Various M.S.T functions And equipped with RS232 interface 

PLC electrical circuit is internally mounted. 

This system is provided with functions of trouble diagnosis and alarm. It also could realize timely moving 

imitation when in operation. 

The bed-way of lathe is hardened by high frequency quench to make a good abradability . Variable speed 

of spindle by frequency converter; highly rigidity, compact structure, self-closed protection and beautiful 

outline. 

 

 

 

4. OVERALL MEASUREMENT AND INSTALLING SIZE 

1. BT6132×39 3/8". 
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5. TECHNICAL DATA 

1) Swing Over bed---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------12 9/16"         

Over cross slide-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5 7/8" 

         Through Gap----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------18 3/4" 

         Length (useful)-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------４1/2" 

2) Center Height------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------6 1/2" 

D i s t a n c e  b e t w e e n 

centers-------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------- ---39 3/8" 

3) Bed Width--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------7 1/3" 

        Length------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------65 2/7" 

 Height-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------11 3/7" 

4) S p i n d l e 

Bore-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 1/2" 

          Nose---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------D1-4 (ISO) 

          Taper in Nose----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------M.T 5 

5) Range of Spindle Speeds (Frequency converter)----------------------------------------------------100-2500 r.p.m 

6) Feeding  step motor (X/Z)--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 4N.M/6N.M 

Min. feeding set unit------------------------------------------------------------------------------0.001mm" 

Max. travel of X-direction--------------------------------------------------------------------------6 1/4" 

Max. travel of Z direction-------------------------------------------------------------------------39 3/8" 

Quick moving speed of (X/Z)---------------------------------------------------------------236 2/9"/min 

7) Main motor power-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4HP 

8) Electrical toolpost----------------------------------------------------------------------------4 or 6 Stations toolpost 

9) Tailstock  Travel of tailstock barrel---------------------------------------------------------------------------6 1/4" 

Taper of tailstock barrel-----------------------------------------------------------------------------M.T 3 

10) Weight  Net weight (with stand)---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2640LBS 

 

Standard accessories: 

φ6" 3-jaw chuck or pneumatic 3-jaw chuck or hydraulic 3-jaw chuck(including revolving air cylinders or 

oil cylinders, and other pneumatic or hydraulic components), electrical toolpost (4 or 6 stations), cooling pump, 

Manual concentrating lubricating system, working lamp, GSK.sinumerik 802S  or customer required lathe 

CNC system, semi-closed machine cover and adjustable tools, etc. 

 

Optional accessories: 

4-jaw chuck, electrical auto-lubricating system, CNC system appointed by customers. 
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6. INSTALLATION 

1) unpack 

unpack the wooden case first and use the bed clamping plates and eyebolts to sling the lathe. Position 

the saddle and tailstock along with the bed to keep the balance. Make sure not to hit the leadscrew, spindle 

or other long rods and handwheel, when the machine is unloaded. 

2) Cleaning 

Before operating and controls, remove the anticorrosion coating from all uncovered machine parts. Use 

white spirit or kerosene(paraffin). Don’t use lacquer thinner or other caustic solvents. Oil all bright machined 

surfaces immediately with lubricating oil after cleaning, Use heavy oil or grease on the change gears. 

3) Setting up the machine 

Locate the machine on a solid foundation (a concrete floor is the best choice) and supply a sufficient 

area for easy work and maintenance. The machine may be used when it is free standing, but for maximum 

performance it should be bolted down with four M12 foundation bolts. Use an engineer’s precision leveler 

on the bedways to make further adjustment for level conditions. 

The mounting of spindle nose (camlock D1-4), chucks, faceplates and other accessories: 

(1)  Ensure that the location faces on both nose and attachment are scrupulously cleaned. 

(2)  Check that all the cams are in the release position. 

(3)  Mount the attachment on to the spindle nose and lock each cam by turning it clockwise with the key provided. 

(4)  A reference line R1 should be scribed on each chuck or faceplate to coincide with the reference line R 

on the spindle nose for assisting subsequent re-mounting. (see figure 1). 

ATTENTION: For correct locking conditions, each cam must tighten with its index line between the 

two vee marks on the nose (see figure 2). 

    Don’t interchange chucks or other spindle mounting items between lathes without checking each cam 

for correct locking 

(5)  Adjust cam lock studs. 

Remove lockscrew (B), turn stud (A) one full round in or out as required, and then refit and retighten 

leadscrew (B). 

ATTENTION: A datum ring ( C ) is marked on each stud as a guide to the original or initial setting. 
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7.  ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 

1. Please connect a proper power with the machine according to the operating manual. 

2. Electrical system operating for the hydraulic chuck. 

1) Turn on the power switch 

2) Turn on the CONTROL LOCK on the operating panel, and then power indicator is on. 

3) Press atatr button to make control system power on .When the control system is power on and enter 

into processing picture. In the MANUAL model, please change tool manually.If the toolpost does not 

work,please change the power phase. 

4) During operation, if the spindle will be rotated, please assure the chuck is locked tightly.To 

programme M12,M13 words to control the work of jaws’ clamping and loosing. 

5) If the pressure is not enough in the oil pressure unit, the machine will give an alarm and could not be 

worked, please check the hydraulic unit according the operating manual if hydraulic pump. 

6) Before program and operate the machine, please read carfully the operating manual of controller 

system PROGRAMMING AND OPERATING. 

7) Operating panel drawing. 

    

GSK980TD SYSTEM 

 

Button panel 

The STOP button for emergency switch, used for emergency power off. 
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GSK980TD ELECTRICAL DINAGRAM 

A. STRONG ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT 
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B.Transformercircuit
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C.  A.C control return circuit 
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D. system return circuit (一) 
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E. SYSTEM RETUM CIRCUIT(二)  

1.）4—station electrical toolpost 
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2）6—station electrical toolpost 
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F.servo driver circuit 
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8. MACHINE OPERATING 

Before operating, read carefully all of technical documents such as CNC Short-guide for Operation and 

Programming, and technical handbook, etc; should manage and excise the programming way of G code and 

check all of the concerning safety guide devices and mechanical limiting between axes. 

1) According to work piece specification, set spindle speed, feeding amount, cutting depth and working 

procedure, and then adjust each tool cutter to a proper height and lock them tightly. 

2) First return to zero reference position, and G92 function sets up coordinate system of setting work-piece. 

Establish knife compensating number in X-axis and Z-axis direction for each cutting tool, and then store 

them in system. 

3) Select a proper position as knife original point, use system parameter to set up X, Y coordinate value to this 

knife point. Based on machine coordinate system, use G76 to return reference point, and next use G75 to 

return processing origin. Based on work-piece coordinate system, use G76 to return processing origin. 

4)  Use G code to edit processing procedure, first use a mimic figure to display the knife working path. If the 

figure displayed wrongly, please correct the figure mimic to 

your needed figure. 

5) In operating, if the alarm is sound, stop the working ASAP to 

find where is the trouble according to error signal. Not restart 

the machine until the trouble was shoot. 

6) In operating, each slide way should be lubricated fully and 

fill oils into each lubricating point through concentrating 

lubrication system. 

7) In operating, always keep tool sharp and overload cutting is 

prohibited. 

8) In operating, if the coordinate system is made excursion, 

each axis should be returned to machine origin position and correct coordinate again. In order to clean off 

accumulating errors during continuous and consistent processing, the best way is to return to machine 

origin position once at regular intervals. Every time the machine is started, you’d better return to origin 

position once to make the system with a absolute reference level, at the same time also clear off all 

excursion from last time. 

9) When operating is over, please demount the tool and work piece. Carefully make a good maintenance and 

lubrication. 

After a long-time using, if the slide-way was found to be a little worn and processing gap was created, 

please adjust the gap of cross slide-way through adjusting set screws of both ends in gib strips. Loose gib screw 

of small end and turn gib screw of big end in clockwise to fix gib, gap could be reduced; turn the gib screw of 

big end in anti-clockwise to loose gib, the gap could be expanded. Adjust gib screw until worktable could be 

moved freely. 

  

 

9.  LATHE ALIGNMENT  

When the lathe is installed and ready for use , it is recommended to check the machine alignment before 

starting work . 

Alignment and leveling should be checked regularly to ensure continued accuracy .  

1) Headstock 

If headstock appears that the alignment is not correct any more , proceed as fallows : 
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Take a steel bar with a diameter of appr.50mm and a length of appr.200mm . Span it in the chuck without 

using the center .  

Then cut off a chip over a length of 150mm and measure the difference in A and B . To correct a possible 

difference , loosen the screws( J )  clamping the headstock on the bed. Adjust the headstock with set screws 

( S ) . Tighten all screws and repeat the above procedure until all measurement tally . The lathe will be cutting 

correctly . 

 

2) Saddle strip 

Wear on the rear saddle gib strip may be accommodated by adjustment of the socket head set screws .  

The procedure for adjustment is to first release the hexagon nuts and turn the socket head set screws 

slightly in clockwise and then re-clamp the hexagon nuts, Care should be taken to avoid over adjustment 45 
0
 

turn at the socket head set screw approximately 0.125mm (0.05") taken up in the gib .  

 

3) Cross slide  

Wear on the taper gib strip may be adjusted for by clockwise rotation of the slotted head screw on the front 

of the cross slide. The procedure is to first slacken the similar screw at the rear end, retighten this after 

adjustment to clamp the gib in its new position.  

  

4) Tailstock 

Tailstock can be set over for the production of shallow tapers or for realignment by means of the tailstock 

set – over screw which are mounted in each slide of the tailstock body,  a similar but location screw is fitted in 

the rear face of the body.  

Set – over adjustment is made as follows:  

Unclamp the tailstock by operating the clamp lever downward .  

Slacken the rear location screw .  

Then alternatively slacken one set – over screw and tighten the other until the required setting is achieved . 

Tighten the rear location screw and the set – over screw which is slackened, and re-clamp the tailstock .  

The quill of tailstock is locked by operating the quill clamping lever when it is in use . 

 

 


